
Forex Strategy Master: Review Examining Russ Horn's FX Trading System Released

SUMMARY: HonestyFirstReviews.com. releases a review of Russ Horn's Forex Strategy Master a newly  
launched Forex trading system promising users a mechanical system for trading profitably on the foreign  
currency market. 

Forex Strategy Master, a new "4 systems in 1" customizable Forex trading system has just been released to the 
public creating a frenzied buzz of excitement of trading forums and throughout the online trading community. 
The excitement surrounding the limited release of this new product has caught the attention of 
HonestyFirstReviews.com's Tiffany Hendricks, prompting an investigative review.

"There are a few reasons big why we are seeing so much attention given to the launch of this new Forex Strategy 
Master system," reports Hendricks. "But probably the biggest factor it the system creator Russ Horn's reputation 
in the Forex community. This is a man considered a 'trading legend' by many, many professional traders, and 
hedge fund managers. Everyone of Horn's training programs sells out within a matter of days, which is not the 
case with any other trading systems I'm aware of, so we wanted to get the word out about Forex Strategy Master 
while the course is still available, and write a review for our readers to give them all the details on what to expect 
from the course." 

Forex Strategy Master is available as a physical video training course (750 copies were made available) 
comprised of 6 DVDs providing a detailed explanation of how the Forex Strategy Master works, the necessary 
tools for trading with the system, software for setting up one's charts, and numerous example of Horn using the 
system on live trades. Customers also receive a full illustrated manual for quick reference "on the battlefield", 
Cheat Sheets, The Marksman Trade Alert, and personal access to Russ in the online member's area.

"Our review shows that unlike other 'one size fits all' trading systems Russ Horn's Forex Strategy Master was 
created to be flexible enough so that it could work for anyone, even beginners, and fit any trader's preferred 
trading style," says Hendricks. "This innovative approach, combined with the staggering profits that the system 
has already delivered ensure that this program will sell out within the next few days, if not sooner." 

Those wishing to purchase Forex Strategy Master, or for more information, click here.

Tiffany Hendricks provides reviews of the best Forex trading courses, software and digital training programs on 
her website HonestyFirstReviews.com. Hendricks' complete Forex Strategy Master review is available at the 
following url: http://www.honestyfirstreviews.com/russ-horns-forex-strategy-master-review-simplifying-forex/
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